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Trump 2024 flags currently being sewn in Chinese
factory
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sloth_chunk · 15 hr. ago

Lol I hope they all say “Made in China” on the tag.
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EastCoastINC · 14 hr. ago

His hats were made abroad too . I'll never forget the day I
showed a Trump supporter that on their own hat...
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Made in China again. MICA 2024
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Made in Chy Na
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If MAGAs could read they would be very upset
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Oh they will. They have to. Every single piece has to have a
sewn in tag with Made in China info that is large enough to
be easily seen by consumers, etc.
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89iroc · 15 hr. ago

I like your un. Too many people don't appreciate the Goonies
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Cosplay patriots don't care.
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dtrainrunnin · 13 hr. ago

Like the at-home Covid tests??
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So are the N95 masks and Covid test kits.
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You mean like the in-home Covid test kits?
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The irony
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skinandscones · 14 hr. ago

It's just grift. Trump knows his supporters eat up the antiChina shit and don't care if he's a hypocrite about it. He gets
their votes and also gets to pay less for manufacturing by
producing his merchandise using cheap labor. Everything is
a grift with Trump.
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That everything is made there? I know right
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HarvesternC · 15 hr. ago

Every Trump flag I see flying is like half there because they get
shredded after the first wind storm.
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It's a feature, so they have to buy another one.
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That’s because they are asked to make them cheap. Its not
really down to the workers skills, there probably very skilled
workers, it’s the materials.
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